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Accommodations
MyGuide Care combines standard mobile device settings and customized software to provide
accommodations for cognitive, sensorimotor, vision, and hearing deficits.

Cognitive

Sensory

Access: Customize content elements to build
guides from simple to complex commensurate
with the user's cognitive functioning level.

Haptic Feedback: (Vibration): Choose vibrations
and/or sounds when the screen is touched,
including tapping and swiping.

Choice Options: Personalized open-ended or
custom response options with or without image,
text, or audio, allow one or multiple selections.

Auditory Feedback: Sounds, audio files, and music
can play on specific pages, when a response
option is selected, throughout guide play, & alerts.

Conditional Interaction: Based on user’s selection,
auto-advance to another page, reveal or remove
other content, and/or trigger a custom alert.

Text-to-Speech: Text on the screen is read aloud
automatically and/or when it is selected.

Focus Mode & Favorites: Display all guides on a
specific shelf or scheduled & favorite guides on the
Play tab when the app is opened.

Voice of MyGuide: Change the pitch, speed, and
accent of dozens of generated voices.

Lock Options: Prevent accidental modification of
account settings, schedule, access, and content.

Voice-to-Text: Dictate the text MyGuide should
type into your device when building and playing
guides.

Play on Tap: Quick and easy access to play a guide
with one tap supports vision impairment, poor
dexterity, or low cognitive function.

Voice Controlled MyGuide: Hands-free control of
navigation and selections by speaking the text on
the screen or number that appears next to it.

Scheduling: Account-wide scheduling for all device
notifications and one-tap access, also coordinated
with calendar.

Color & Contrast: Change color, size, and font of
text, and color and opacity of backgrounds and
text boxes for custom visual layering of images
and text.

Timers: Pre-program timer attributes – how and
where they appear visually, allow or deny skip to
the next page before it expires, and touchless
auto-advance.

Enlargement Controls: Adjust the size of text,
images, response options, buttons, text boxes, and
zoom in or out on any element.

Videos & Hyperlinks: Add videos with player
controls or a hyperlink to any website for
maximum multimedia options, including modeling
and one-tap video chat.

Shimmer & Highlight: Text boxes are highlighted
or contrasted for left to right "shimmer" effect,
with or without text-to-speech aloud reading.
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